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Preface
This cocktail menu was inspired by the famous novel ‘Around the 

World in 80 days’ where Phileas Fogg is challenged to travel 
around the world in 80 days. 

In this menu we have followed much of the same route with a few In this menu we have followed much of the same route with a few 
varying stops along the way . We have challenged ourselves, much 

like Phileas Fogg was, to create a cocktail menu inspired by travel, 
different flavours, cultures, spices and techniques that represent 

the countries in the menu . 
Let us take you on a journey like no other and please enjoy the trip!
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Waterslide Bar’s Guide to Bar Etiquette

1. Don’t be a dick .
2. The bartender is always right .

3. If you think the bartender is wrong, refer to no. 2 .
4. If you think no. 3 is unfair, refer to no. 1 . 
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East Borough Cooler East London England

French Baiser Paris France

Bella Vita Turin Italy

Maharaja Highball Mumbai India

Where the journey begins . Inspired by the many rooftops and 
beer gardens of the now thriving East London area . . 
A refreshing easy drinking cocktail with a slight bitterness. 
Gin, Aperol, fresh pineapple and passion fruit. Served tall .

Our second stop takes us to the city of love and this cocktail 
is no exception . 
A Champagne cocktail with a frozen sphere which contains 
creme de mure, citrus and Cointreau. 

We have tried to capture sitting in Piazza Vittorio sipping on a 
Prosecco and enjoying the ambience of the hustle and bustle of this 
beautiful, cuisine focused city . 
A Prosecco, rosemary and basil syrup mixed with Cynar and 
Prosecco.  A semi-dry and herbaceous sparkling cocktail .

Stepping off the boat and into a vibrant world of 
colours, aromas and sounds. Now is the time to quench 
the thirst that has been brewing .
A Whiskey highball made from Paul John whiskey, 
Indian Pale Ale reduction topped with soda. A hint of 
smoke, citrus and hops.

$19

$22

$16

$20



Mekong Collins Ho Chi Minh City Vietnam

My Thai Bangkok Thailand

Sunttori Hanzo Tokyo Japan
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The Drunken Barista Melbourne Australia

$20

$20

$21

$20
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A dizzy chaotic whirl where the city breathes life and vitality 
into all who settle here . 
A unique gin based cocktail served tall with Vietnamese mint, 
lemongrass with a hint of lychee . 

A city where the familiar and exotic collide, our party stop 
off on our current journey . Think buckets, balloons and 
beaches. Street life at its finest . 
This drink is a lot of fun with tropical flavours, tall fruity. 
Pineapple rum, fresh juices and orgeat. Blue drinks.

The land of the Rising Sun has now become a power 
player in the whiskey world . 
We have used two styles of Japanese whisky shaken up 
with matcha and almond milk. 
A sweeter, creamy style whiskey cocktail. 

Heading down under to the booze and food capital of Australia this 
cocktail represents what we do best, coffee and whiskey . 
This cocktail is short and boozy mixing two types of Melbourne 
whiskey, stirred down with a coffee tincture .



Sao Paulo Sour Sao Paulo Brazil

Pancho Fierro Lima Peru

Plum and Rum Sour Georgetown Guyana

French Quarter Fort de France Martinique

A beautiful mess, if you will? And Brazil’s city of dreams. We 
have combined the Brazilian cocktail Caiiprinha with a 
passionfruit sour .  
Mixing Brazils own sugar cane spirit Cachaca with a citrus 
and a zesty passionfruit foam .
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A beautiful mess, if you will? And Brazil’s city of dreams. We 
have combined the Brazilian cocktail Caiiprinha with a 
passionfruit sour .  
Mixing Brazils own sugar cane spirit Cachaca with a citrus 
and a zesty passionfruit foam .

Landing now in South America and I’m immediately 
stunned by the long coastline of crumbling cliffs . 
We have twisted the Peruvian classic Pisco sour. 
Macerating lavender with Acholado Pisco, lemon and 
egg white.

F

Landing now in South America and I’m immediately 
stunned by the long coastline of crumbling cliffs . 
We have twisted the Peruvian classic Pisco sour. 
Macerating lavender with Acholado Pisco, lemon and 
egg white.
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$20

$22

$20

$21

Our first steps in the Caribbean and we stand proud where 
the mighty Demerara River pours into the Atlantic, 
Georgetown has it’s laid back charm and vibrant street life. 
Guyana is only country in the world able to produce 
Demerara Rum . 
We have showcased this amazing and unique product in a 
plum and rum sour. Dark fruit, citrus and toffee flavours. 

Volcanic in origin, Martinique is a mountainous stunner crowned by 
the still smoldering Mont Pelee..
Using a house made cinnamon aperatif and french style rhum, 
served in a rich and fruity way.



Pickle Julep Kentucky USA

Sauve Guadalajara Mexico

El Floridita No4 Havana Cuba

Five Points New York City USA

As horses thunder around racetracks, Bourbon pours from 
distilleries and banjos twang in the background we find ourselves 
in the middle of Kentucky. 
Paying homage the Kentucky Derby this is a variation on the classic 
mint julep with the addition of spiced pickle brine and dill pickles is 
a quenching Whiskey drink.

Leaving the Caribbean now and flying into Mexico for 
some agave love. 
A sophisticated mix of reposado Tequila, Champagne 
and a traditional Horchata (a sweet cinnamon rice milk). 
Creamy, sweet and effervescent.
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Lazing around in a world of literature, cigars and rum . One of my 
favourite visits so far, the home of the mojito, daiquiri and the 
famous El Floridita bar where you used to see Ernest 
Hemingway knocking back countless daiquiris. 
White rum, citrus and  maraschino with a charred grapefruit 
tonic. Crisp and refreshing, served over crushed ice.

$19

$21

$20

$20
From Broadway to Brooklyn we arrive in the Big Apple, the 
epicentre of the arts, dining and fashion . 
A short stiff drink, perfect for after the last bell of the day on 
Wall Street. Rye whiskey, cognac and Shiraz. Boozey .



Smoke on the Loch Isle of Islay Scotland

Irish Breakfast Dublin Ireland

Pedro the Scot Highlands Scotland

House Bottled Martini London England

From Ireland we travel to their neighbour, Islay is the home of 
peated whiskey and stunning sceneries. 
This cocktail is all about smoke. Focusing on the 
Bruichladdich distillery we stir down two expressions of their 
peatiest whiskies and serve it up, then more smoke is added.

After a long sail across the Atlantic we arrive in Dublin, a small 
capital with a huge reputation. Known for Whiskey, Guinness and a 
fantastic drinking culture .
Twisting a Breakfast Martini using Egans Irish Whiskey, 
marmalade and citrus.

Different from Islay but just as breathtaking, some of the 
most beautiful landscapes and exquisite whiskies are from 
here. 
This cocktail focuses on the sherry and whisky history.
A sweeter whisky cocktail perfect for after dinner. With 
spiced Pedro Ximinez and Glendronach Whisky, stirred down.

The journey comes to a conclusion where it all started back in 
London. A time to reflect, unwind and sit back with an ice cold 
martini .
Bottled in house gin martini, served at -16 degrees. Sharp, dry and 
stiff. Best garnished with a grapefruit twist.

GFrom Ireland we travel to their neighbour, Islay is the home of 
peated whiskey and stunning sceneries. 
This cocktail is all about smoke. Focusing on the 
Bruichladdich distillery we stir down two expressions of their 
peatiest whiskies and serve it up, then more smoke is added.
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$20

$24

$22

$23



Waterslide Bar
Shop MR3 Mid Level East End

Southgate Avenue, Southgate Centre
Southbank, Victoria

info@Waterslidebar.com.au
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